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Introduction

In the theory of non-Archimed.ian valuated fields A. OSTROWSKI [l] 1 )
introduced the concept of pseudo-convergent sequence. He proved the
theorem:
If {ai} is a pseudo-convergent sequence of elements of a non-Archimedian
valuated field K, and if f(x) is a polynomial with coefficients in K then the
sequence {f(ai)} is also pseudo-convergent. In his proof [l, pp. 371-374] he
uses valuated algebraic extensions of K, for which, as is well-known
[3, § 78], also complete extension of K is used.
F. LooNSTRA [2] conjectured the possibility of avoiding these extensions.
His proof, however, is incorrect, because his lemma stated as "Satz IV" 2 )
is false, as is shown by the following counter-example. ·
Take for K the field of rational numbers with the 2-adic -valuation and
let K be its completion i.e. the field of 2-ad.ic numbers.
The polynomial x 2 + 7 has a zero in K, but not in K, (for the underlying theory see [3, § 79]).
Let a = .Lf: 0 2'i (with vi+1 > v1) be the 2-ad.ic expansion of such a zero.
Now put ai = .2}=o 2•1, then {a;} is pseudo-convergent, since
·

Ia;+1 -

ai

I=

2 -•·+1
• < . 2-•·• = Ia.; - ai-1 I.

Besides {a; - °'} is pseudo-convergent of the first kind for all °' EK.
For, if. °' = _2~ 0 2µ; (with µ 1+1 > µ 1) and if j0 is the smallest index, such
that µ 10 #- v 1, (such a j 0 always exists because a #- oi:), then we have

Iai -oi: I = 2-mln(µ;,•"i.l,

for i ~ jo,

Now we take for f(x) the polynomial x 2 + 7.
The sequence {af + 7} is convergent with the limit 0, hence lar + 71 - 0
and since lar + 71 #- 0 we come upon a contradiction with "Satz IV".
1)
The numbers in the square brackets refer to the bibliography at the end
of the paper.
2)
"Satz IV. Sei {a;} eine pseudokonvergente Folge. Es gebe weiter in K
kein Element ,x derart, dass die pseudokonvergente Folge {ai - ,x} von der 2. Artist.
Sei /(x) ein Polynom mit Koeffizientep. aus K. Dann ist 1/(a,)I konstant von einem
gewissen i 0 an."
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In this paper \Ve prove Ostrowski's theorem without the use of extensions
of the field K, thus establishing Loonstra's conjecture.
Preliminaries and notation
Let K be a non-Archimedian valuated field. We shall denote the value
of an element a of K by jaj. A sequence {a;} of elements of K is called
pseudo-convergent if
either a,, = a.+ 1 for all i ~ i0 ,

or !a1+1 -

a,I < Ia, -

a,-i I for all i ~ i 1 •

It follows immediately that

ltiH1-tz.1l=laH1-a,/

fop

an i~l;

[4, p. 39}.

An. other direct consequence is that
or

!a,+1I <

eithe:r lad= !~+ii fur all i ~ i 2
ja,d for all i ~ is [I, p. 369} and t4, p. 39].

I~ th~ fi~t ca,&e {"'} is c~l,lied ~uqo-conv:@rgent of t1'e fh,st l,Jn,<;l ~d,
in the second case of thie second, kmd,
Pro()J

of

t:/i.e tkeore'fffl,

lftartedi i'll, ihie i,'Q/,rodV,ctii®

We shall prove the SOU\ewhait st~~+ theorei\l:
~"' ~i,(1,1, (;JJ j;e,g:r:e,ei ~ v;itifo, coe:jfi:oi,e~t& in <!i: '1.1,onArchimedian val~ field K, ~n¢ i/ {~} i;& a pse-qµi,0rCQnv~gen,t ~equ,e:r1iCJe
in K, tJwJ,

li lM = }1- 0 ii,~ :rf'

lf(aH1)-f(a,)I = cla.+1-a.)k,

with integral k and n ~ k ~ I and real oonstam c ~ 0, for all i ~ i 5 •
The constants k and c do not depend on i and c = 0 only if n = 0.
·
Remark: If the theorem is vali,d t~:n i;,lea;i:ly {/(aJ} is pseudo-convergent. If it is so of the first kind then j/(ai)j = constant, and if it is of
t~ eeco~ll ~<l, ~en

Il(i,) I = tf (a;+1l - f (a,) I = c{Jf

with {J, = IaH 1 - a,

l·

Hence for sufficiently large i we i;nay write in both cases

If (a.) I= c{Jf

with k ~ 0 and c ~ 0.

froof: Tb,e tjieQJ\'em ~ evident ~f the. sequence is such, t~t ai+1 = a,
for &ll i ~. i 0, S<>, \Ve :i;r;i.a.y sup:Pa&e O < /J.1.+1 < {J..
We shall apply mathematical induction with respect to n,.
Basis of :in<l,Uictioa: n = 0, henee f(r,;) = d,0 and
jf(aH 1) '...... f (a,) !1

= 0 for aJl i,

SnJ?pQae the theorem to he tJ1Ue for: a,11 po]ynoll,l.ials of a degree less thlW
n, with

11,

>

0.

(A)

6

0.

is

.1

II notMiero

c,.

m&Jr
l=l,,,,.r,,

000$tt.Dt•

> 0.

Furthtir let V4
OO"t (tf indiooe
A for all le V4
and Ci
< 11 :for all l ¢ F4 and let l 00 UU!! ;g1111lat,,~t, indt~X of V' I -·UD11Al"ol
V4 ii:! n~>t
Now wt,
th1.1.t A :> e1

n

In ordti!ir
bv~

It()

m&b dtiar that we- O'&n ftnd a.
i,meh
El,n l l, l E v,, W('l

>

(l

+

·,
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or equivalently
(1

+ 'YJ,l•-1 >

(1

Because (1 + 'Y/i/- 1 > 1 (since A. - l

+ 'Y/,+;)k(I)-~~.

>

0) and lim (1

'

1~~

+ 'Y/i+i)k(ll-k(l> = 1,

we can choose j so large that the requirement is fulfilled.
In both cases we get

II (ai) - f (a,+;) I = ci Pti} /3f
for some fixed A ~ 1 and some constant c.., > 0, for all sufficiently large i
and all j ~ j0 (i). Since the same holds for i + 1 and j - 1, provided
i > max (j0(i), j 0 (i + 1) + 1), we .have
(B)

~

If (aH1) - f (a,) I_= 1f (aH1) - f (a;.+1+;-1) - (f (a,) Ci /3ti} /3f+1) = c.., /3fi} /3f •

/(a,+;)) I =

( = max (c.., /3ft} /3f,

The integer k(l) is necessarily zero. This follows at once from the fact
that the left hand side of (B) .is independent of j and hence /3f~} = .Bti}+ 1
while on the other hand /3;.+; > /31.+i+1•
_
So we get 1/(a,+~) - /(a,)I = c /Jf with c = c.., > 0 and n ~ k = A. ~ 1,
which proves the theorem.
Finally I would like to express my thanks to Dr W. PEREMANS, collaborator at the Mathematical Centre, for his valuable criticism and his
assistance in the construction of the counter-example stated in the introduction.
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